
MEASUREMENT
FORM

Name*
your full name

John Smith 

Address*
your full address

51st St, New York, NY 10019, United States

Telephone*
country code + number

+1-212-456-7890

Email*
a valid email

johnsmith@gmail.com !

Previous Order Number
(For Old Customers)

5002

Previous Date of Order
(Optional)

October 2015

Body Measurements

Measurements are in
pick one!

Inches Centimetres""

2. Chest
Measure around your chest, making sure the tape is
high up right below your under arms.

42

3. Stomach
Measure the widest area of your stomach, right on
top of your belly button.

36

4. Hips
Measure with the tape around the fullest part of your
hips and buttocks area.

41

5. Shoulders
Measure from the point where your shoulder meets
your arm. Across to the other point of the shoulder.
Making sure the tape is high crossing the base of
neck.

19

6. Sleeve
Measure from the end of the shoulder to the base of
the thumb. Approximately 1 inch below the wrist.

25

7. Bicep
Measure the tape around your bicep at its widest
point.

14

11. Jacket / Shirt Length
Measure from the highest point of the shoulder
(close to the neck) straight down to the desired
jacket length, usually parallel to the tip of the thumb.
Make sure the person being measured is standing
straight.

29

12. Vest Length
Measure from the point of the shoulder (close to the
neck) straight down to the desired vest length.
Approximately 1.5 inches below the belt.

25

13. Pant Waist
Measure the tape around your waist at the level
where you would normal wear your pants / trousers.

34

14. Pant Crotch
Stand with leg’s slightly apart & measure from the
front top of the pant’s waistband to the back top of
the pant’s waistband. The tape should form a U
shape.

26

15. Thighs
Measure the tape around your thigh at its widest
point.

25

16. Calves
Measure the tape around your calves at its widest
point.

17

17. Pant Length
Length (Outseam): Measure from the top of your
pant’s waistband to the floor or desired length along
the outside of your leg.

41

Please select shoulder and posture nearest to 
your figure.

Shoulders
pick one!

Normal Shoulders, Normal Neck

Sloping Shoulders, Long Neck

Square Shoulders, Short Neck

""

Posture
pick one!

Normal Erect Forward stoop

Forward stomach Stout

""

Weight
In Kilos or pounds

75 Kilos

You have taken sizes:
pick one!

Exactly

How do you wear your trousers:
pick one!

Lower in front

Please upload your front, side & back full
length profile images
upload

# Upload

If you have any special instructions about how you
would like your clothes to fit, or anything that would
help us understand what you desire, please add
them here

Submit Form

1. Neck
Measure around neck.

16

8. Wrist
Measure around wrist.

8

9. Front
Measure across the top of chest from joining of one
arm to joining of other.

15

10. Back
Measure across the back from joining of one arm to
joining of another.

16

Height
In Centimeters

172

You like your clothes to be:
pick one!

Slim Fit

GET MORE OF JHASPER FASHION ON

     

 Back-To-Top 

ADDRESS
155/32 Sukhumvit Road

(50 Meters Inside) Soi 11,

Klongtoey Nua, Wattana

Bangkok 10110, Thailand

Skytrain: Nana (Exit No.3)

MRT: Sukhumvit (Exit No.3)

CONTACT

: (+66) 080 629 5075

: (+66) 087 930 4970

 : jhasperfashion@gmail.com

Mon - Sat: 10:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sun: By Appointment Only
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